Il simple present 19.9

Make questions changing the infinitive verb into present simple.

1. Days/a/to/gym/the/how/to go/how/you/many/in?
   How many days in a week do you go to the gym?

2. You/tv/how/to watch/often?

3. Me/to remember/ they?

4. The/bathroom/Billy/to wash/usually?

5. New/to be/these DVDs?

6. She/girlfriend/not to be/ his

7. To like/you/pizza/eating?

8. His/he/where/bike/to ride?

9. Dog/to eat/ your/food/its?

10. Tired/long/a/always/to be/trip/ you/after?

Soluzioni:

(1) How many days in a week do you go to the gym? (2) How often do you watch tv? (3) Do they remember me? (4) Does Billy usually wash the bathroom? (5) Are these DVDs new? (6) Isn't she his girlfriend? (7) Do you like eating pizza? (8) Where does he ride his bike? (9) Does your dog eat its food? (10) Are you always tired after a long trip?